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Dilation equations with finitely many nonzero coefficients have been discussed
by many people, since those equations are related to compactly supported wavelets,
which constitute an important family of wavelets. However, some properties
required in applications are not compatible with the compactness of the support;
e.g., it is impossible to find an orthonormal and compactly supported scaling
function with the sampling property except for a trivial case. Based on this fact, Xia
and Zhang constructed a cardinal and orthonormal scaling function with exponen-
tial decay coefficients. It seems such a class of wavelets is interesting. We shall
investigate that in this paper and in particular study the relationship between the
exponential decay property of a scaling function and that of the corresponding
coefficients. Q 1999 Academic Press
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0. INTRODUCTION
Although wavelet analysis has only about 10 years of history, it has
drawn much attention from mathematicians, physicists, and engineers
because of its usefulness and simplicity. In this new subject, the approach
called multiresolution analysis plays an essential role both in theory and in
applications.
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Sciences Foundation of China and a Grant of Young Fellows of Educational Ministry. The
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DEFINITION 0.1. A multiresolution analysis is a sequence of closed
 4 2Ž .linear subspaces V of L R such thatn
Ž .i ??? : V : V : V : ???y1 0 1
2Ž . Ž .  4ii D V s L R and F V s 0n n n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii f x g V m f 2 x g Vn nq1
Ž . Ž . 2Ž .  Ž .4iv there exists w x g L R such that w x y n is a Riesz basisn
of V .0
Ž .The function w x is called a scaling function of the multiresolution
Ž . Ž .analysis. It follows from V : V that w t s Ý h w 2 t y k for some0 1 k k
 4 2  4h g l . We call this a dilation equation with coefficients h . If therek k
< Ž . < ya < t <exist C ) 0 and a ) 0 such that w t F Ce for each t g R, then we
Ž .say the scaling function w t decreases with exponential decay. Similarly if
< < yb < k <h F Ce for some b ) 0 and all k g Z, then we say the sequencek
 4h decays exponentially. The numbers a and b are called decay expo-k
nents.
 Ž .4When w t y n is an orthonormal system, w is called an orthonormal
Ž .scaling function. In this case we can find another function c t defined by
yi Žv r2.Ãc v s e m vr2 q p w vr2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã
1 i k v jr2 jŽ .  Ž .4with m v s Ý h e such that 2 c 2 t y k is an orthonormalk k2
2Ž . Ž .basis of L R . The function c t is said to be a wavelet.
 Ž .4When w t y n is only a Riesz basis of V , we can use Meyer's0
Ž .technique to define w t given by1
w vŽ .Ã
w v sŽ .Ã1 1r22Ý w v q 2p kŽ .Ãk
Ž .so that w t is an orthonormal scaling function.1
Because dilation equations are so important in multiresolution analysis
and therefore in wavelet analysis, many people have studied these equa-
w x < < w xtions 4 , in particular, the equation with h s 0 for k ) N 2 . The lastk
case is closely related to Daubechies' wavelets, which lead to many
applications in pure mathematics and applied areas. Of course these
wavelets are limited to some applications. For example, there does not
exist an orthonormal and cardinal scaling function except for a trivial case.
Ž . Ž .A scaling function w t has the cardinal property or sampling property if
Ž .w n s d for each integer n, where d is the Dirac functional.n0
w xBased on this observation Xia and Zhang 6 constructed an orthonor-
 4mal and cardinal scaling function with exponential decay coefficients h .k
w xIt turns out such a class of scaling functions is important 5 . But it does
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not seem obvious that the exponential decay property of the coefficients
implies that of the corresponding scaling function. The converse is also a
problem if the scaling function is not orthogonal. In this paper we will
discuss these problems. In addition, we know that the scaling function has
compact support if the dilation equation has only finitely many nonzero
w .coefficients. In the last part of this work, we shall show supp w : yN, ‘
if h has exponential decay rate and h s 0 for k - yN.k k
1. EXPONENTIAL DECAY PROPERTY OF SCALING
FUNCTIONS
ŽIn this section we will show that if a scaling function not necessarily
.orthogonal decays exponentially, then the corresponding coefficients do
so under certain conditions. With a little care in the proof of Proposition
w x5.4.1 in 3 , we can rewrite this as the following lemma.
Ž .LEMMA 1.1. Let u t be a scaling function with exponential decay expo-
nent a and
y1yeÃ < <u j F C 1 q Re jŽ . Ž .
< < Ž .for some C, e ) 0 and Im j - a . Then the orthonormalized function w t
gi¤en by
Ž .y 1r2
2Ã Ãw v s u v u v q 2p kŽ . Ž . Ž .Ã Ý
k
decreases exponentially with exponent a F a .0
Here and afterwards Re j , Im j denote the real, imaginary part of a
complex number j , respecti¤ely. As Daubechies pro¤ed this result, she also
showed
COROLLARY 1.2. Under the assumptions and the notations of Lemma 1.1,
Ã 2 yŽ1r2.Ž . w < Ž . < x < <the function a v \ Ý u v q 2p k can be extended to Im j - ak 0
analytically.
Now we are ready to state
Ž .THEOREM 1.3. Let u t be a scaling function with corresponding coeffi-
Ž .cients h . If u t has deri¤ati¤es of order 2 andk
Žk . ya < t <u t F CeŽ .
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for some C, a ) 0 and k s 0, 1, 2, then there exist C9 ) 0 and b F ar2
such that
< < yb < k <h F C9e .k
aŽ .The orthonormality of u t corresponds to b s .2
Ž .Proof. It is easy to check the theorem if u t is an orthonormal scaling
Ž . Ž . < Ž . < ya < t <function. In fact, since u t s Ý h u 2 t y k and u t F Ce , one hask k
q‘
2 ya < t < ya <2 tyk << <h s 2 u t u 2 t y k dt F 2C e e dt.Ž . Ž .H Hk
y‘
By integral transformation the last term s 2C 2Hq‘ eya < t < eya <2 tqk < dt andy‘
therefore
q‘
2 ya < t < ya <2 ty < k < << <h F 2C e e dtHk
y‘
‘0 < <k r22 ya < t < ya <2 ty < k < <s 2C q q e e dtŽ .H H Hž /< <y‘ 0 k r2
F C eyŽ a r2. < k < .1
a Ž .In this special case, b s . If u t is not orthogonal, then denote the
2
ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .orthonormalization of u t by w t . It is known that w v s a v u v ,Ã
Ã 2 y1r2Ž . Ž < Ž . < .where a v s Ý u v q 2p k . Also sincek
v vÃ Ãu v s m uŽ . ž / ž /2 2
1 i k vŽ .with m v s Ý h e , one obtainsk k2
v v a v v vŽ .Ã Ãw v s a v u v s a v m u s m wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã Ãž / ž / ž / ž /2 2 a vr2 2 2Ž .
v v
\ m w ,Ã0 ž / ž /2 2
where
v a v vŽ .
m s m .0 ž / ž /2 a vr2 2Ž .
Ã y1ye< Ž . < Ž < <. < <To use Lemma 1.1, we show u j F C 1 q Re j holds for Im j
ya < t < Ã yi tj< Ž . < Ž . Ž .- a . Since u t F Ce , the function u j \ H u t e dt is wellR
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Ã y t< < Ž . Ž .defined for Im j - a . On the other hand, u j s H u t e cos v t dt yR
Ž . y tiH u t e sin v t dt, where j s v q iy.R
y t ÃŽ . Ž . < Ž . < < Ž . < < Ž .Denote F t s u t e . Then u j F H F t cos v t dt q H F tR R
< Žk .Ž . 1Ž .Ž .sin v t dt \ I q I . It is easy to verify that F t g L R k s 0, 1, 21 2
Ž .and F "‘ s 0. Hence one can show
y1ye< <I F C 1 q vŽ .1
and
y1ye< <I F C 1 q vŽ .2
by integration by parts.
< Ž . < ya 0 < t < Ž .Now one has w t F Ce for some 0 - a F a . Assume m v s0 0
i k v < < yŽ a 0 r2. < k <Ý c . Then c F ce holds by the first part of this proof.k k k
Ž . i kj < <Furthermore it can be shown that m j \ Ý c e is analytic in Im j0 k k
Ž .- a r2. On the other hand, Corollary 1.2 says that a v can be extended0
< <  Ž .4to some Im j - a analytically. Note that u t y k being a Riesz basis0 k
Ž . Ž .implies a v G d ) 0. The periodicity and continuity of a v lead to
< Ž . < Ž . Ž Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .a j bounded below. One has that m j s a j r a 2j m j is ana-0
< < < <lytic in Im j - a r2, which implies the coefficients satisfy h F0 k
C9eyŽ a 0 r2. < k <. Since a F a , this completes the proof of Theorem 1.3.0
From the proof of this theorem, we find
Remark 1.4. If a scaling function is orthogonal, then the exponential
decay property of the function implies that of the coefficients uncondition-
ally.
2. EXPONENTIAL DECAY PROPERTY OF
COEFFICIENTS
We shall consider the problem of under what conditions the exponential
decay property of the coefficients implies that of the corresponding scaling
function. In turns out that we do not need to assume the stability of the
Ž .integer translates of the ``scaling function'' w t in this section.
Ž . kIn wavelet analysis a complex function P z s Ý h z associated with ak k
Ž . Ž .dilation equation w t s Ý h w 2 t y k is called a symbol. The followingk k
w xDefinition 2.1 and Lemma 2.2 are both taken from 1 .
1 q z NŽ . Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 2.1. A Laurent series P z s S z is called an2
Ž .admissible two-scale symbol if S z is a continuous function on the unit
Ž . ‘Ž .circle satisfying S 1 s 1 and as a function of v g R, the L 0, ‘ modulus
Ž yi v . Ž a . qof continuity of S e is of order O h for some 0 - a F 1 as h “ 0 .
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LEMMA 2.2. Let P be an admissible symbol. Then the infinite product
Ž . ‘ Ž yi 2yk v.g v \ Ł P e con¤erges pointwise e¤erywhere to some function g.ks1
Furthermore there exists some constant C ) 0 such that
yNqb< <g v F C 1 q v , AŽ . Ž . Ž .
ln B yi v< Ž . <where b s and B s max S e .v g Rln 2
Ž . 2Ž .In particular if b - N y 1r2, then there exists w x g L R such that
w s g and w is the scaling function corresponding to the symbol.Ã
As the coefficients of a symbol ha¤e the property of exponential decay, we
Ž .can say a little more than A , which is essential in our discussion.
1 q z N kŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.3. Let P z s S z with S z s Ý h z be a symbolk k2
Ž . Ž . < < yb < k <of the scaling function u t and satisfy S 1 s 1, h F C e for somek 0
Ny1 Ž .b ) 0 and C - 2 . Then there exist e , C, such that g j \0
‘ Ž yi 2yk j . < Ž . < Ž < <.y1yeŁ P e con¤erges for each j and g v q iy F C 1 q vks1
< < Ž Ny1 Ny1 .for y - b \ b q ln 2 y C r2 q C .0 0 0
Note. It is clear that b - b , since 0 - C - 2 Ny1.0 0
Ž .Proof. It is clear that P z is an admissible symbol and all results in
Ž . ‘ Ž yi 2yk j .Lemma 2.2 are true. Now define g j \ Ł P e , where j s v qks1
Ž .iy. If y s 0, then g j is well defined by Lemma 2.2. In fact it will be seen
Ž .that g j exists for each complex number j from the following argument.
Similarly to the case y s 0, it can be shown that
N Nkyi 2 j yij‘ 1 q e 1 y e yN< <s F C 1 q j BŽ .Ž .Ł ž /2 ijks1
for any bounded Im j .
‘ < Ž yi j r2 k . <Next one needs an estimate for the infinite product Ł S e .ks1
For any fixed complex number j there exists only one n such that
ny1 < < n2 - 1 q j F 2 . Since
k kyi j r2 yij r2ln 1 y 1 y S e F C 1 y S eŽ . Ž .Ž .
kyi j r2 yk < <F C S 1 y S e F 2 C jŽ . Ž .
for large k, one obtains that
‘
kyi j r2S eŽ .Ł
ksnq1
‘
k nyi j r2 cŽ < j < r2 .s exp ln 1 y 1 y S e F e F C9. CŽ .Ž .Ý Ž .
ksnq1
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On the other hand it is clear that
yi j yi jŽvqi y . < y < < j << <S e s h e F h eŽ . Ý Ýj j
j j
1 q egqb
yb < j < g < j <F C e e s C \ BÝ 0 0 gyb1 y ej
< < Ž . ny1for any y F g - b - b . By combining this estimate with 2 - 1 q0
< <j , one has that
n
k byij r2 n log Ž1q < j <.2 < <S e F B F CB s C 1 q j , DŽ .Ž .Ž .Ł
ks1
Ž wŽ gyb . Ž gyb .x.where b s log B s log C 1 q e r 1 y e .2 2 0
Ž . Ž .Remark. The inequalities B and C also show that the infinite
‘ Ž yi j r2 k .product Ł P e converges for each j .ks1
< Ž . < Ž < <.yNqb Ž . Ž . Ž .Finally it follows that g j F C 1 q j from B , C and D .
Ž Ny1 Ny1 . gyb Ž Ny1Since g - b s b q ln 2 y C r2 q C , one has e - 2 y0 0 0
Ny1 .C r2 q C . Furthermore0 0
1 q egyb
b s log C2 0 gybž /1 y e
y1Ny1 Ny12 y C 2 y C0 0
- log C 1 q 1 y s N y 1.2 0 Ny1 Ny1ž / ž /2 q C 2 q C0 0
Thus there exists e ) 0 such that b - N y 1 y e . Hence the conclusion
< Ž . < Ž < <.y1ye Ž < <.y1yefollows: g j F C 1 q j F C 1 q v .
ÃŽ . Ž .Remark. If v is real, then g v s u v by Lemma 2.2. From this
above proof, one can find
COROLLARY 2.4. Under the assumptions of Lemma 2.3, one has that
Ã< Ž . < Žfor any e ) 0, there exists C ) 0 such that u v F C 1 q
< <.yNqlog 2 C0Ž1qeyb r1yeyb .qev .
Ž .This corollary shows how the smoothness of u t is related to the decay
exponent b of the coefficients h . Now we are ready to statek
THEOREM 2.5. Under the assumptions of Lemma 2.3, for each a - b s0
wŽ Ny1 . Ž Ny1 .x Ž .b q ln 2 y C r 2 q C the scaling function u t satisfies that0 0
< Ž . < ya < t <u t F Ce for some C ) 0.
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Ž yi j . yi kjProof. It is clear that S e s Ý h e converges uniformly ink k
< < < < yb < k < Ž yi j .Im j F b - b , since h F C e . Furthermore S e is analytic in0 k 0
Ž yi j .that region and so is P e .
Ž .To show the analyticity of g j , one only need check the uniform
‘ Ž yi j r2 k . M Ž yi j r2 j.convergence of Ł P e or equivalently of Ý ln P e asks1 jsN
Ž Ž . .N, M “ ‘ this makes sense due to P 1 s 1 . On the other hand,
M M
yj y jyi 2 j yi2 jln P e s ln 1 y 1 y P eŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý
jsN jsN
M
yjyi 2 jF C 1 y P eŽ .Ý
jsN
M M
yjyi 2 j yj< <s C P 1 y P e F 2 jŽ . Ž .Ý Ý
jsN jsN
yNq1 < <F C2 j “ 0
for any bounded j .
ya < t < Ã< Ž . < < Ž . < < Ž . < ŽNow one can show u t F Ce . Since g v s u v F C 1 q
< <.y1yev for some e ) 0, one obtains
q‘ q‘
i tv i tvÃu t s u v e dv s g v e dvŽ . Ž . Ž .H H
y‘ y‘
M itvs lim g v e dv .Ž .H
M“q‘ yM
Ž . i tj < <On the other hand, the analyticity of g j e on Im j - b implies that0
< <for any y with y - b0 0 0
M itvÃu v e dvŽ .H
yM
y yM0 i tŽMqi y. i tŽvqi y .0F g M q iy e dy q g v q iy e dvŽ . Ž .H H 0
0 M
0 i tŽyMqi y.q g yM q iY e dyŽ .H
y0
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by the Cauchy theorem in complex analysis. Using Lemma 2.3, one has
< <that for each y with y - b0 0 0
yt yy eM 0i tvÃu v e dv F dyŽ .H H 1qe
yM 0 1 q MŽ .
yt y0 y yt ye eM 0
q dv q dyH H1qe 1qe< <yM 0 1 q M1 q v Ž .Ž .
“ C ? eyy 0 t ,
< Ž . < yy 0 tthat is, u t F Ce . Since y can be either positive or negative, one can0
< <take a s y and therefore0
ya < t <u t F Ce .Ž .
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.5.
3. A FAMILY OF SCALING FUNCTIONS WITH
EXPONENTIAL DECAY COEFFICIENTS
It is known that if a dilation equation has only finitely many nonzero
coefficients, then the corresponding scaling function has compact support.
It does not seem true that the function vanishes on the half real line if
h s 0 for k - 0. But it does for h with exponential decay rate.k k
By some modifications of the proof of Lemma 2.3, one obtains
Ž . ŽŽ . .N Ž . Ž . ‘ k ŽLEMMA 3.1. Let P z s 1 q z r2 S z with S z s Ý h z hereks0 k
. Ž .h s 0 for k - 0 be a symbol of the scaling function u t that satisfiesk
Ž . < < yb k Ny1S 1 s 1 and h F C e with C - 2 . Then there exist e , C ) 0 suchk 0 0
Ž . ‘ Ž yi j r2 k .that g j \ Ł P e exists andks1
y1ye< <g j F C 1 q Re jŽ . Ž .
Ž yNq1 .for Im j - b q ln 1 y 2 C .0
Also similar to the first part proof of Theorem 2.5, we have
Ž .LEMMA 3.2. Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.1, g j is analytic in the
region Im j - g for some g ) 0.
The following lemma is neeed to conclude our final result.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3.3. Let g j be analytic on Im j G yg g ) 0 and there exist
C ) 0, e ) 0 such that
y1ye< <g x q iy F C 1 q xŽ . Ž .
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Ž . Ž x Ž .for y G yg . Then g x s 0 on y‘, 0 , where g x is the Fourier transformÃ Ã
of the function g.
Proof. This is a direct result of the Paley]Wiener theorem in Chap. 6.4
w xof Yosida's book 7 .
It is clear that the following theorem follows from Lemmas 3.1 to
Lemma 3.3.
THEOREM 3.4. Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.1, the corresponding
Ž .scaling function u t satisfies
wsupp u t : 0, ‘ .Ž . .
Ž .COROLLARY 3.5. Among the conditions of Lemma 3.1, if S z s
‘ k Ž . ‘ k w .Ý h z is replaced by S z s Ý h z , then supp u : yN, q‘ .ks0 k ksyN k
Ž y i v . ‘ y i k v ‘ y i k v i NvProof. Since P e s Ý h e s Ý h e e sksyN k ks0 kyN
Ž yi v . i Nv Ž yi v . ‘ yi k vP e e , where P e s Ý h e , one has0 0 ks0 kyN
‘ ‘
k kyi Žv r2 . i Nv v r2Ãu v s P e s e P yie .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł Ł 0
ks1 ks1
Ž yi v . Ž . w .Applying Theorem 3.4 to P e , one obtains supp u t : yN, ‘ .0
Ž . M k Ž .Similarly if S z s Ý h z , then the corresponding u t satisfiesksy‘ k
Ž . Ž x Ž . M ksupp u t : y‘, M . In particular if S z s Ý h z , then the sup-ksyN k
w xport of the scaling function is contained in yN, M , which is a well-known
result in wavelet analysis.
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